Kobold Caverns
Introduction

kobolds with their night vision but the players may end up
fighting blind as torches are easily extinguished in the
damp caves.
The following rules apply to movement and combat in the
cave system:

This adventure is written using the GURPS 4th Edition
rules and is designed for low point characters. It features
AD&D Kobolds, adapted for GURPS by Michael Amos in ·
the document AD&D Kobolds.pdf (available from
www.michaelamos.net/GURPS). You will need AD&D
·
Kobolds.pdf in order to play this adventure.

Climbing

This adventure could be described as a classic “dungeon
bash”, since it involves the players going underground
and fighting monsters. However, this is a natural
limestone cave system, based loosely on the Font-deGaume cave at Les Eyzies, near Périgueux in southern
France. There are no ten-foot wide corridors. The players
will find themselves squeezing through cramped, wet
tunnels in the pitch dark, facing a foe with night vision
able to stand and fight unhindered. The players will
quickly discover they have to leave all their armour and
most of their gear at the entrance. As for those twohanded swords and halberds, well, there’s barely enough
room in most of the caves to swing a dead kobold...

Climbing skill defaults
encumbrance level

to

DX-4

minus

The climbing rate is 2’ per second as the caves
offer lots of hand and footholds.

·

The heights of slopes are printed in white on the
map, adjacent to the slope they relate to.

·

On the map, the arrow on the slope indicates the
upwards direction, while the dotted lines indicate
the beginning and end of the slope.

·

When someone is climbing, they are at -2 to attack
and defence roles and must make a DX or
Climbing skill to avoid falling.

·

A person may not make and all-out attack or
defence when climbing.

·

If a person falls, the cave floors count as a hard
surface (see B 431 for damage).

In the text that follows, sections enclosed within a lightyellow box may be read out the to players. The rest of the
information is for the GM, to be revealed if necessary as
·
play continues.

Lighting

Summary

The kobolds can see perfectly well in the dark but
will fight at -10 in a strong magical light source or
sunlight. They are not affected by lantern or
torchlight.

A group of kobolds have snatched an eleven year old boy, ·
Riordán Funnell, from the edge of a rural hamlet. While
·
the villagers are shocked and distressed, they are farmers
and woodsmen, not warriors. The best they can do is
send for soldiers from the nearest keep, a day’s walk away.
Fortunately, the players just happen to be passing through.

Humans fight at -10 in the complete dark.

The objective of the adventure is to track the kobolds to ·
their caves and rescue Riordán before he is killed and
eaten. If the players do not have someone with tracking
skills or if they require extra numbers, the GM can have
the tracker Flannán O’Donahue accompany them.
·
However, in a fight, he is a liability and the players may
find themselves rescuing Riordán and Flannán.
·

The kobolds will target torch and lantern bearers
and will try to extinguish the light source.

Any torch coming into contact with the damp
cave floor will extinguish on a role of 14 or more.
Role every ten seconds the torch is in contact with
the ground. Lanterns placed on the ground are
not affected.

Low Ceilings

Notes about the Caverns
The caves are designed to give the kobolds the maximum
advantage. They are able to stand upright in most of the
tunnels, while the players will often find themselves on
their hands and knees or even bellies. Furthermore, the
tunnels are completely dark. This is no problem for
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·

Ceiling heights are indicated on the map by black
numbers in the rooms.
Ceilings of 4’ require a human sized individual to
crouch (-2 to attack roles and +2 MP per hex).
Ceilings of 3’ require human sized individuals to
crawl (-4 to attack, -2 to defend, and +2 MP per
hex). Players will have to remove backpacks and
bulky armour such as plate mail to get through
these areas.
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·

Ceilings of 2’ or less require a human sized
individual to slide along on their belly (-4 to attack,
-2 to defend, move 1 hex per turn). Players will
have to remove backpacks, bulky armour, helmets,
and equipment to get through these areas.

·

The players and all their equipment will be fouled
with a thin layer of limy mud the first time they
have to crawl.

Note that kobold starting locations are indicated on the
map. They will converge on the party once the alarm has
been raise.

Player Introduction
You are staying overnight at the hospitality of an
elderly woman in Oleary, a tiny hamlet tucked
away in the broad, wooded valley of Pellarne. The
locals are early risers and a little after dawn, your
party is woken by a noisy commotion outside.
Rousing yourselves, you troop blearily into the yard
to beg for a little peace and quiet.
What you find is your landlady trying to console
another old couple, Donagh and Orna Funnell, both
of whom are distraught with grief. Through their
sobs, it emerges that their grandson, Riordán
Funnell, has been snatched by what Donagh
describes as evil cave spirits. He and his grandson
were up before sunrise, and were a little way into
the woods when they were set upon by a group of
small, reptillian men. Donagh tried to fend them off
but they beat him until he fled. He has a bloody
gash across his forehead to bear witness to his tale.

The trail leads for two hour’s march through the
woods to the end of the Pellarne Valley. There, the
ground rises steeply and the trees thin out until you
find yourselves walking through a meadow of
waist-high grass. The sun is warm and the air thick
with the scent of flowers. Insects buzz lazily around
you: were your task not so serious, it would make
for a very pleasant stroll.
Suddenly, Flannán halts and points away to the left.
Ten yards from the kobold’s trail a wooden stake
rises above the grass. A rabbit’s skull adorned with
feathers is tied to the top.
The rabbit totem stands at the edge of a sinkhole and has
been placed there by the kobolds to prevent them
accidentally falling into it. It is area 17 on the map.
If the party leaves the trail to approach the totem, make a
perception role at -4 to see if the leading player notices the
sinkhole. If they do not, the ground will give way as they
reach the totem; role against DX at +2 to avoid falling into
the hole.
Fortunately, the sides of the sinkhole are not steep and any
player falling in will only sustain 1d-3 crushing damage.
See the description for section 17 for further details. The
party will not be able to go into the caves from here and
will ultimately have to rejoin the kobold’s trail.
The trail continues on for another fifty yards
through the meadow and then turns abruptly to the
left and down into a deep gully. There is less cover
on the ground and the kobold’s path is harder to
track. However, you notice a cave entrance some
yards distant. As you approach, Flannán spots
some footprints leading to it and you conclude you
have reached the kobold’s lair.

It isn’t long before news of the abduction has spread
and others from the hamlet arrive to hear the story.
After some discussion, the villagers reach the
consensus the kidnappers are kobolds, and that
Riordán is in grave peril. Donagh and Orna beg the
menfolk to go after their grandson. One by one,
they make their excuses and leave until one man
remains. He is a tracker named Flannán O’Donahue
and he promises to track the kobolds as far as he can.

The Caverns

Touched by the elderly couple’s grief and confident
of your strength at arms, you volunteer to go with
Flannán to help rescue the boy.

Location One

Donagh leads the party to where he and his grandson
were attacked. The kobolds have left a very clear trail and
Flannán is able to track them with ease. If the party wishes
to use their own skills to track the kobolds, there is a +4
modifier.
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Locations mentioned by number below refer to the map on page
two. Each hexagon on the map is one yard. The starting location
of the kobolds is indicated on the map. Once the alarm has been
raised, they will come to investigate and attack the party.

The entrance to the caves is a yard wide and two
yards tall. From outside, you can see it goes
straight for about three yards then turns sharply to
the left. Water trickles down the limy walls, collecting in puddles on the floor. The sunlight barely penetrates to the turning. Fortunately, Flannan has a
lantern, which he brings out and lights.
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A yard is not very wide. If the party has bulky equipment
such as spears or bastard swords, explain that they are
awkward to manoeuvre in this narrow space. If the party
ventures down the passage, read the following:
As you walk down the passage, you brush against
the walls, soiling your clothing with limy mud.
Pressing on with the aid of Flannan's lantern, you
find the passage opens into a small chamber some
six yards by two. At first it appears to be a dead
end but then you notice a yard high opening at the
far end. On closer inspection, you see this is a
passage, although one you will have to crawl down.
The ground is damp and filthy.

Any player attempting to crawl down this passage with a
backpack on will become stuck and will have to back out
again. Flannán realises this and decides to take a few
things from his pack and leave it hidden in some bushes
near the cave entrance. He also decides to leave his bow
as he does not want it to foul in the water. Eventually,
someone with a light source will crawl through the tunnel
to Location Two.

Location Two
After three yards, the tunnel leads into a second
chamber, about the same size as the first, although
the ceiling is higher. At the far end, the ground
slopes up steeply to another narrow crawl-way.
There are stick-men images carved crudely into the
walls. Some are old, with travertine deposits
blurring their edges. Others are fresh and sharp. All
show hunters and hunted; the hunters diminutive
men with doglike heads and a tail, the hunted larger
and humanoid.

If none of the players suggest it, a intelligence role at +2
will allow the players to realise these markings have been
carved by the kobolds and that the kobolds have inhabited
these caves for some time. A second intelligence role (if
needed) will allow the players to realise the inhabitation
has not been continuous. There are old carvings, blurred
by travertine brought by the water running down the
walls, and there are very fresh carvings. None show a
state between the two - the kobolds have recently
reoccupied these caves.

Location Three
A yard into the tunnel, a natural pillar divides the
way. The left fork has a slightly higher ceiling of
three feet but is only two feet wide. The right fork
is an even tighter squeeze of two feet square.
Neither route will permit anyone wearing armour or
bulky gear. Even Flannan's bulky leather coat
would have to come off. It is possible to remove
items and push them ahead of you.

If the players are not already soaked and filthy, they will
be by the time they have got through this location. Note
that while chain mail is very flexible, it is necessary to
wear padding beneath it and hence chain mail would need
to be removed like any other armour. Once someone has
begun crawling through this space with a light source,
read the following:
Once you have inched you way around the pillar,
two routes are possible. To the right, there is a
passage two yards broad and two feet high that
slopes down to a third chamber. Straight ahead,
the way is eighteen inches wide a yard high for a
few feet. Beyond that, the way widens and slopes
down.
These routes lead to Locations Four and Six respectively.

Location Four
The floor slopes down into a chamber at least
seven yards long. Thankfully, the ceiling is eight
feet high, a relief after the claustrophobic squeeze
you have just come through. You slither down the
slope and get to your feet. Ahead, you see the
chamber narrows and then opens out again. You
can see a faint light ahead.

This location contains the nest of a trio of striges, located in
the spur as indicated on the map. The first person to slide
into the room will have thirty seconds before they are
attacked. This is not long enough to put on armour but it
is long enough for anyone following to be slithering down
the slope. If a person advances into the second half of the
chamber before thirty seconds have past, they will be
attacked by the striges immediately.

The players will have to climb the slope at the end (no See the Appendix A for the statistics of the strixes. They
climbing role required) and then crawl into Location Three. will flee through the entrance at Location Five if one of
their number is downed. Individually, they will flee if
injured and, once two have gone, the other will follow.
A perception roll is required to notice there are very old
carvings on the walls here, almost obscured by deposits
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from the limy water. They are similar to the ones in are rapidly answered. If, by some magic or amazing feat
Location Two, although obviously much older.
of stealth, the party has managed to dispatch the guard
silently, they will be spotted here by the kobolds in the
The kobolds do not come here as they dislike the sunlight upper gallery described below. These will raise the alarm.
entering through the opening at Location Five. They view
the striges as useful guards, since the striges do not feed Read the following:
on reptiles and leave the kobolds well alone.
The strixes nest of dried grass and leaves can be located
easily by the smell; it reeks like a rat's nest. Any player
poking around will discover a pair of eggs. If these are
taken, it will be possible to hatch out and tame two striges.
However, this will require someone with the appropriate
inclination and husbandry skills. The player will also pick
up a contingent of fleas, which will bite for a while,
causing mild irritation. However, strix fleas like striges
and birds, and will not stay on a human for long.

Location Five

The light in location four comes from a foot wide, eightfoot high crack leading outside. Dense bushes hid it from
the player's sight when they were at the main entrance.
Humans up to ST 12 can just about squeeze through this
space. There is nothing else of interest here.

Location Six
After squeezing through the narrow opening, you
find the passage widens and slopes sharply
downward. At the bottom of the slope, the way is
still only a yard wide but there is enough headroom
to stand. You can see to a right-hand bend and no
further. Getting to your feet, you walk to the bend
and peer round. Your heart sinks. Ahead, the
passage broadens a little but the ceiling drops right
down. The only way forward is a two foot high
crawl-way beside two natural pillars.

The creature attacked out of a narrow, eighteeninch square side tunnel - far too small for you to
crawl down without getting stuck. Ahead, the main
passage opens into a small but high-roofed
chamber. A passage exits steeply upwards from
the left-hand end of this chamber. The right-hand
end bends away out of your view. Squeezing out
of the crawlway, you stand. Short barking calls are
coming from both your left and right. The sounds
are getting louder; you must either prepare to stand
and fight or beat a hasty retreat.

The chamber is narrow but the ceiling is around twelve
feet high. Any attempt to use a swung weapon with a
reach of 1 will be at -2. Weapons with a longer reach
cannot be swung. Weapons of reach C can be swung at no
penalty. The kobolds can and will squeeze in two to each
hexagon at no penalty to their attack.
The room has a secret; ten feet up the southern wall, a
three-foot high chamber from the upper cave complex
forms a gallery overlooking this room. There are a
number of kobolds hidden here, watching the players.
They will wait until the other kobolds arrive then attack
silently with missile weapons from above. It will require
the players to actively say they are looking up for them to
notice. Should they look up, they will immediately see the
kobolds because of the torchlight reflected in their eyes.

After thirty seconds, kobolds 2 to 6 will arrive from
Location Eight. After another minute, kobolds 7 to 11 will
arrive from Location Ten. They will harry the party from
If the party are wondering where the kobolds are, the first both directions without risking an all-out attack, allowing
one is here, hiding behind the pillars. He has been asleep, the hidden kobolds in the upper gallery to hurl missiles.
although the noise of the party has just woken him. He
will wait until someone attempts to wriggle through the
crawl way, all-out-attack attack once with his hatchet and
retreat to Location Seven to raise the alarm. Note that the
person crawling will be at a penalty to their defence, while
If it were not for your assailants, this chamber would
the kobold will have an advantage to hit - see the notes on
take your breath away. It is around ten yards long
page one of this document. Use kobold number 1 from the
by four, with a ceiling that arches up to twenty feet
in places. The grounds slopes down to an area
table of Basic Kobolds in Appendix A.
where a cascade of stalagmites and stalactites are
growing. At the far end of the chamber, the ground
Anyone standing next to the pillars can attempt to attack
slopes steeply up through these growths and
the kobold through them at an extra penalty of -2.
narrows into a short passageway. There are
seemingly dozens of kobolds barking from the cover
of the natural pillars, and they greet you with a hail
of stones and javelins.
If the kobold from Location Six has retreated, inform the
players they can hear a series of short barking calls, which

Location Eight

Location seven
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If the party has managed to get this far without the alarm
being raised, they will encounter five kobolds in this room.
Use kobolds 2 - 6 from the Basic Kobolds table in
Appendix A at the end of this document.

If the players have reached this area without the alarm
being raised there will kobolds 7 to 11 in the cascades.
Otherwise, they will be joined by all the kobolds from
Location Eighteen.

Otherwise, the kobolds will have arrived from Location
Eighteen to join any of the five original kobolds in this
room. Furthermore, one of the caves from the upper
complex looks out over the middle of this room from a
height of about five yards. The kobolds from Location
Seven will hurl missiles from this gallery at the party.

If the party makes it to this chamber, the kobolds will feel
obliged to attack in earnest. All the surviving kobolds will
enter the room from the cascades, from Location Twelve,
and from Location Nine. In all, there are thirty-six kobolds
in the caves.

The statue at the centre of the room was created by the
kobold mage and is an image of their god. Any attack on
this will invoke a furious, all-out response from the
kobolds. This will actually play to the advantage of a
party of reasonably competent fighters since the kobold’s
strength is in their guerilla tactics. However, if the statue
is damaged and the party subsequently escapes, the
If a player tries to follow them, they will have to climb a kobolds will attack the Oleary the following night. Note
three-in-one gradient (-2 penalty to climbing role) while the statue has no monetary value.
trying to avoid attacks from a javelin wielding kobold at
the top. If the player succeeds, they will find themselves
with the option of wriggling down a three foot high, two
foot wide passage. They will be at a penalty to both their
A large chamber leads southwards from the main
attack and defence roles and the kobolds will fight
cavern. The ceiling is a little lower, perhaps fifteen
savagely. In short, the players will die quite quickly if
feet, and the uneven floor slopes gently upwards. A
they try to go this way and there are still any kobolds left
natural rock column dominates the centre of the
alive.
cave and many stalactites hang above you. At the
far south, a narrow opening leads to a passage.

The kobolds in the cave will fire missiles but will not close
to attack unless they have overwhelming odds. If the
players press home an attack, the kobolds will retreat into
the upper caves via the narrow passage at the end of the
chamber.

Location Eleven

Location Nine

The passage here is broad, although the ceiling is
only four feet high. At the end, the ground slopes
down three yards into what seems to be a
comparatively vast chamber.
If the players are fighting kobolds here, remember the
players will be at a penalty for stooping, while the kobolds
will be at no penalty. If the alarm has been raised, kobolds
will be arriving from locations Ten and Eighteen.

Location Ten
After the steep climb down into this room, you can see it is a
large chamber, at least twenty feet high and four yards wide.
The light from your lantern is not strong enough to illuminate
the far end. Approximately seven yards into the chamber,
there is a branch off to the right. Opposite the branch, there is
a magnificent cascade of stalactites and stalagmite in a fouryard square antechamber. This rises by degrees to the roof
and is swarming with kobolds.
In the centre of the room, between the cascades and the branch,
a small alter stands with a stone statue of a dragon atop of it.
www.michaelamos.net/GURPS

There will be no kobolds here if the party somehow gets to
this location without raising the alarm.

Location Twelve
Ahead of you, a great number of stalactites and
stalagmites have fused to restrict the way. To the
right, a yard-wide passage leads due south. To the
left, the way leads to a small chamber, perhaps three
yards square. At the far end of this chamber, a
cascade of speleotherms leads up to a hole in the roof.
The exit at the west end of this chamber is at the top of a
twenty-five foot climb through an opening in the ceiling
(the ceiling for the room is only twelve feet high). The
rocks are slippery and climbing rolls are at -3. If the alarm
has not been raised, there will be kobolds 16 and 17 here.
They will defend the opening at the top with their javelins,
making it very difficult for the players to gain access.
Should the players manage to drive the kobolds back, the
crawl way at the top leading to Location Nineteen is a
manageable squeeze for a human-sized being.
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Location Thirteen

Location Sixteen

The southward passage comes to an abrupt halt in a
small chamber. The floor rises very steeply and a
wide hole in the ceilings dissappears upwards into
darkness.

To navigate this tunnel requires a successful swim role. If
the player fails, they simply return to the cavern,
spluttering and cold and stunned for 2d6 turns. If the
player makes a critical failure, they will be as above but
take 1d3 drowning damage and be stunned for twice as
long.

The hole in the roof goes vertically up for about twenty feet
and then narrows to a crack about twelve inches square.
If a player is able to shrink themselves small enough to
investigate further, they will find the way twists and turns
for a very considerable distance. If they persist, they will
find it emerges at the bottom of a dry sinkhole after about
a mile.

Regardless of the outcome, the water is extremely cold and
each attempt to swim through costs the player 1FP.
Furthermore, anything the character is carrying that is
susceptible to water damage will be ruined. This includes
books, papers, bows and crossbows. Furthermore, the
players will be one encumbrance level higher until they
dry off due to the weight of their wet clothes and gear.

Location Fourteen

Location Seventeen

The grand cavern continues for a further fourteen
yards after the cascade . It then turns sharply south
into a broad, roughly circular chamber, dominated
by a pool of dark, cold water that extends to the far
wall. Where your light penetrates the water at the
edge of the pool, you can see it gets deep very
quickly. This is a dead end; you can see no further
way forward from here.

This is a natural sinkhole, steep-sided and
overgrown with bushes and flowers. A deep pool
of still, clear water occupies the nothern end.

The sinkhole is around fifty feet deep (i.e. 16 yards) but the
sides are not too steep and there are many bushes and tufts
of grass to grab hold of. Anyone falling from the top
would have to make a critical failure to fall all the way
down. The landing would count as soft and, because of
The three kobolds here will attempt to hide at the northern the way the player’s fall will be broken by the growth on
side of the chamber and attack the party from behind. the slope, the velocity will only be 8 and the damage (HP
However, Riordán is imprisoned at location fifteen and * 8)/100 dice of crushing damage.
will shout for help if he sees light and hears human voices.
From the outside, there is no sign of the underwater tunnel
While it may seem to the players that the main cavern through to location fourteen. If players insist on trying to
comes to a dead end, the pool conceals a submersed tunnel swim in the water, they will be effected as mentioned in
through to the sinkhole at location seventeen. If anyone the description of location sixteen. Finding the tunnel will
looks at the pool, make a perception roll. If they are require a perception roll at -5. However, unless the party
successful, they will see a glimmer of daylight in the water has some waterproof way of creating light, they will not be
able to see how long the tunnel is. If they persist in
(assuming it is daytime). See Location Sixteen below.
swimming up it, the swim roll is at -5.

Location Fifteen
From the north of the chamber you hear a young
boy calling for help. You see a wall of the cave
hairpins back to make a small, easily overlooked
antechamber. The floor slopes down ten feet and, at
the bottom, you see a young boy; Riordán. On
seeing you, he scrabbles up the slope.

Location Eighteen

This location can only be reached by crawling through the
upper caves. A number of the kobolds bivouac in the
chamber with the four foot high ceiling, while the kobold
mage beds down in the cave with the eighteen foot high
ceiling. Every inch of wall is carved with figures similar
to those in the entrance cave (location 2). Some of these are
fresh, some very old.

Riordán is not in a good state. He has been beaten and
bitten and is streaked with blood and dirt. But he is still
able to walk and has an impressive degree of spirit still in This small chamber is the home for many of the kobolds.
him. See Appendix A for his stats. He has lost 3 HP and Against the southern wall, there are nests of dried grass in
5 FP.
which fifteen fist-sized blue eggs can be found. The

Location Nineteen
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players should be able to work out that these are kobold If turned down by one member of the party, he will try a
eggs.
few of the others. If everyone turns him down, he will
sulkily give in. If someone does take him on, they receive
the dependents disadvantage until he has matured
whereupon he will become a follower advantage.
Returning to the hamlet will take at least another two
hours. Any surviving kobolds will make no attempt to If Flannán survives, he will express his admiration and
pursue the party during daylight. However, if the kobold thanks to the party. He can be counted on as a low-power
mage is still alive and there are more than half of the ally.
kobolds left, they will pursue the party at nightfall. They
If the party returns with either Riordán or Flannán (or a
will attack outlying houses in the hamlet and cause a fair
good account of their loss), the people of the hamlet will
deal of carnage.
be very grateful. The players will be welcome in the hamlet.

Aftermath

If less than half the kobolds remain or if the mage has been
killed, the kobolds will abandon the caves for the time
The following is suggested for awarding points:
being.

Points

At some point, I will write up a scenario for the kobolds Ÿ
revenge raid on the hamlet but for now, it’s up to you to Ÿ
do it.
Ÿ

1 point if Riordán survives

If Riordán survives, he will quickly latch onto the most Ÿ
charismatic male member of the party. He will beg the
player to take him along when the party leaves the hamlet. Ÿ

1 point if the party gets as far as either room eight or
ten

1 point if Flannán accompanies the party and survives
1 point if the kobold mage is killed

Extra points for role playing as decreed by the GM.

Appendix A - Statistics
Striges

The striges are based on the statistics on page 461 of the GURPS Fourth Edition Basic Set and page 72 of the GURPS
Third Edition Fantasy Bestiary.
ST 5; DX 15; IQ 4; HT 11;
Will 10; Per 10; Speed 6.5; Dodge 9;
They fly at 12, move on the ground at 2, and attack using brawling 17 for 1d-3 imp. Subsequently, they inflict 1HP blood
sucking damage every 10 seconds. Their barbed beaks cause 1HP when withdrawn.

The Kobolds

Download AD&D Kobolds.pdf for full kobold statistics (available from www.michaelamos.net/GURPS). In short, the
racial template statistics are:

Racial Advantages: Acute Hearing +5 (10 pts); Acute taste/smell +5 (10 pts); Damage resistance 1 (5 pts); Long teeth (1
pt) Bite as per strength for cutting damage; Extended life span 1 (2 pts); Early maturation 2 (10 pts); Tolerance of cold;
Absolute Direction (5 pts); Reduced Consumption 3 (6 pts); Catfall (10 pts); Enhanced Swim +2 to move (10 pts)
Racial Disadvantages: Size modifier -2; -3 reduced hit points (-6 pts); -2 reduced move (-10 pts); Strength -2 (-20 pts);
IQ -1 (-20 pts); Primitive culture -3 (-15 pts); Intolerance -3 (-10 pts); Blind in direct sunlight or bright light (-25 pts, i.e.
half the full blindness penalty); Bad Reputation -4 (-20 pts); Weakness in direct sunlight (-8 pts)
Racial Quirks: Fear of fire (-1 pt)
Racial Skills: Swimming at HT+2 (4 pts); Climbing at DX+2 (8 pts)
The following stats are divided into exceptional kobolds (the mage and five warriors) and thirty normal kobolds.
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Exceptional Kobolds

2

Fe
et

Ar
ms

rso
To

Thrust
Swing
FP
Per
Move
Parry

Ar
ms

1

To
rso

Encumbrance 0

5

2

Size Mod -1
Shield DB 0

Fe
et

HP

Reaction +/-4
Point Total 50
Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks
Fearlessness 5,Hard to subdue 2,Acute
hearing/taste/smell,Dark Vision,Dam
Resistance,Long teeth,Extended life span,Early
10
maturation,Cold tolerance,Absolute Direction,
Basic Damage
Reduced consumption, Catfall, Enhanced swim,
1d-2
Primitive culture, Racial intolerance, Blind in
1d
sunlight, Bad reputation, Weakness in sunlight,
Fear of fire (quirk)
10
Skills
9
Brawling 14, Shortsword 12, Sling 13, Spear
3
Throwing 13, Throwing 10, Swimming 13,
9/
Block 0
Climbing 11
10

Le
gs

10
9
9
11

Will 9
Speed 5.5
Dodge 8

1

1

1

Weapons and Possessions
Owns a plundered shortsword (1d-2 thr / 1d
cut), a throwing spear (1d+1) and a sling (1d
pi) Wears a scale armour tunic of leather and
stone slithers.

Name: Kobold Warrior 2
Reaction +/-4
Point Total 50
Appearance: A young, overconfident Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks
kobold, eager to prove himself to the Overconfident,Sense of Duty,Acute
tribe.
hearing/taste/smell,Dark Vision,Dam
Resistance,Long teeth,Extended life span,Early
ST 10
HP 7
maturation,Cold tolerance,Absolute Direction,
DX 12
Basic Damage
Reduced consumption, Catfall, Enhanced swim,
IQ 9
Thrust
1d-2
Primitive culture, Racial intolerance, Blind in
HT 11
Swing
1d
sunlight, Bad reputation, Weakness in sunlight,
Fear of fire (quirk)
FP 11
Skills
Will 9
Per 9
Brawling 14, Spear 14, Spear Throwing 14,
Speed 5.75
Move 4
Knife 13, Swimming 13, Climbing 14
Dodge 8
Parry 10 Block 0

Fe
et

1

Le
gs

1

Size Mod -2
Shield DB 0

Ha
nd
s

1

Ar
ms

Encumbrance 0

DR
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5

Ha
nd
s

ST
DX
IQ
HT

He
ad

This young, overconfident kobold is
eager to prove himself to the tribe
and in awe of Kobold Warrior 1
above. His sense of duty will not
let him abandon a wounded or
dead kobold.
Because of his brawling skill, he
bites for 1d-1 cutting and can parry
barehanded at 10.
He will hurl his spear as he closes
for combat and then engage in close
combat, grappling, biting and
stabbing with his knife.

3

Name: Kobold Warrior 1
Appearance: A huge, powerful darkgreen Kobold, 4’6’’ tall

DR

Kobold Warrior - 2.

Thrust
Swing
FP
Per
Move
Parry

Encumbrance 0

He
ad

This kobold is huge - for a kobold,
at least. He has +2 on his health
roles to avoid unconsciousness.
Because of his brawling skill, he
bites for 1d-1 cutting and can parry
barehanded at 10.
He will use his sling while still at a
distance. Once he is closing for
combat, he will hurl his spear and
then use his shortsword.
If he is with the other kobold
warriors listed below, he will
cooperate with them to grapple.

HP

Le
gs

Will 11
Speed 5
Dodge 8

DR

Kobold Warrior - 1.

8
10
11
10

Reaction +/-4
Point Total 100
Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks
Magery 1,High Status 3,Acute
hearing/taste/smell,Dark Vision,Dam
Resistance,Long teeth,Extended life span,Early
5
maturation,Cold tolerance,Absolute Direction,
Basic Damage
Reduced consumption, Catfall, Enhanced swim,
1d-3
Primitive culture, Racial intolerance, Blind in
1d-2
sunlight, Bad reputation, Weakness in sunlight,
Fear of fire (quirk)
12
Skills
11
Earth Vision 12,Walk Through Earth 12,Stone
3
Missile 12,Create Earth 12,Earth to Stone 12,
0
Block 0
Shape Earth 12,Seek Earth 12,Innate Attack
(firing stone missiles) 12,Blowpipe 11, Poisons
Size Mod -2
10, Leadership 13. Swimming 12,Climbing 12
Shield DB 0
Weapons and Possessions
Blowpipe, Acc 1, Range 32. 6 Poison darts: 10
second delay, 3 cycles causing 1-6 FP loss
2 point power stone in pouch around neck.
1
1
1
Wears a thick, feather-covered headdress and a
scale armour tunic of leather and stone slithers.

Ha
nd
s

ST
DX
IQ
HT

To
rso

This Kobold is a venerated leader
mage. He will use his leadership to
give +1 to fright and morale checks
for the Kobolds following him.
In combat, he will fire off a few 1FP
stone missile spells (1d+1 CR
damage) and will then rely on his
poison darts. He will not engage in
close combat himself. He keeps his
Walk Through Earth spell in reserve
should he need to escape.
He is wily and cunning and will
rely on ambush and surprise attacks.

Name: Kobold Mage / Leader
Appearance: Bright orange, long
horns, 3’ tall, 90 years old.

He
ad

Kobold Mage / Leader

1

1

1

Weapons and Possessions
A spear (1d / 1d+1 if thrown), knife (1d-3 imp /
1d-3 cut)

9

Kobold Warrior - 3.

This kobold is unusually agile for
his kind, with enhanced speed. He
is skilled with his net and will
attempt to ensnare his opponents
with it and then stab them with his
spear.
He will engage in close combat if
another kobold has already started.
His bite does 1d-1 cutting.

Name: Kobold Warrior 3
Appearance: An extremely agile
kobold, dull-green in appearance.
ST
DX
IQ
HT

9
11
9
10

Will 9
Speed 6
Dodge 8

HP

Reaction +/-4
Point Total 50
Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks
Acute hearing/taste/smell,Dark Vision,Dam
Resistance,Long teeth,Extended life span,Early
maturation,Cold tolerance,Absolute Direction,
6
Reduced consumption, Catfall, Enhanced swim,
Basic Damage
Primitive culture, Racial intolerance, Blind in
1d-2
sunlight, Bad reputation, Weakness in sunlight,
1d-1
Fear of fire (quirk)
11
Skills
9
Net 13, Spear 13, Spear Throwing 13, Brawling
13, Swimming 12, Climbing 13
4

Thrust
Swing
FP
Per
Move
Parry 9

Size Mod -2
Shield DB 0

Kobold Warrior - 4.

This kobold is strong, agile and
vicious. Because of his brawling
skill, he does he does 1d-1 damage
with his bite. Like all kobolds, he
will keep his distance until his foe
is weakened by missile fire. He
will then close and grapple/bite,
followed up with attacks with his
dagger while he continues to bite.

Le
gs

Fe
et

1

Ha
nd
s

1

Ar
ms

rso
To

He
ad

Encumbrance 0

DR

1

1

1

1

ST
DX
IQ
HT

10
12
9
10

HP

Reaction +/-4
Point Total 48
Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks
Acute hearing/taste/smell,Dark Vision,Dam
Resistance,Long teeth,Extended life span,Early
maturation,Cold tolerance,Absolute Direction,
7
Reduced consumption, Catfall, Enhanced swim,
Basic Damage
Primitive culture, Racial intolerance, Blind in
1d-2
sunlight, Bad reputation, Weakness in sunlight,
1d
Fear of fire (quirk)
10
Skills
9
Brawling 16, Swimming 12, Climbing 14, Sling
15, Knife 15
3

Thrust
Swing
FP
Per
Move
Parry 9

Will 9
Speed 5.5
Dodge 8

Size Mod -1
Shield DB 0

Fe
et

1

1

1

1

Weapons and Possessions
A small metal knife (1d-3 cut, 1d-3 thrust),
A sling(1d pi, range 60/100)

Name: Kobold Warrior 5
Appearance: A stocky kobold, coppery-red in colour, with prominent
horns.
HP

Thrust
Swing
FP
Per
Move
Parry 9

1

1

Size Mod -1
Shield DB 0

Fe
et

1

Ar
ms

DR

To
rso

He
ad

Encumbrance 0

Block 0

Le
gs

10
10
9
12

Reaction +/-4
Point Total 40
Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks
Acute hearing/taste/smell,Dark Vision,Dam
Resistance,Long teeth,Extended life span,Early
maturation,Cold tolerance,Absolute Direction,
7
Reduced consumption, Catfall, Enhanced swim,
Basic Damage
Primitive culture, Racial intolerance, Blind in
1d-2
sunlight, Bad reputation, Weakness in sunlight,
1d
Fear of fire (quirk)
10
Skills
9
Net 12, Knife 12, Brawling 14, Swimming 12,
Climbing 14
3

Ha
nd
s

ST
DX
IQ
HT

Will 9
Speed 5.5
Dodge 8
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Le
gs

1

Block 0

Ha
nd
s

1

Ar
ms

rso
To

He
ad
DR

This kobold is striking in appearance, being square-set and a coppery-red colour. He is skilled with
his net and will attempt to ensnare
an opponent before closing in to
grapple, bite, and stab.

Weapons and Possessions
A spear (1d / 1d+1 if thrown) and a net

Name: Kobold Warrior 4
Appearance: An extremely agile
kobold, dull-green in appearance.

Encumbrance 0

Kobold Warrior - 5.

Block 0

1

1

1

Weapons and Possessions
A small metal knife (1d-3 cut, 1d-3 thrust),
A net

10

The following table lists those weapons commonly used by kobolds, showing the damage, range etc. Applicable for the
default strength of 8. The weapons are all assumed to be bone or stone tipped.
Weapon

Damage

Notes

Stone bladed hatchet 1d-3 cut

1 turn to ready. Double DR of armour against this weapon

Bone pick

1d-2 impale

1 turn to ready, may get stuck. Double the DR of armour against this weapon

Stone headed mace

1d crush

1 turn to ready

Stone dagger

1d-4 impale

Double DR of armour against this weapon

Stone tipped javelin

1d-2 impale

Used in melee - see below for thrown

Ranged Weapon

Damage

Accuracy

½ Dam Range

Max Range

RoF

Shots

Stone tipped javelin

1d-2 impale

3

12

20

1

T(1)

Sling

1d-2 crush

0

48

80

1

1(2)

Thrown rocks

1d-4 crush

0

16

28

1

T(1)

Bolas

1d-4 crush

0

N/A

24

1

T(1)

Poison

1

N/A

32

1

1(2)

Blowpipe

Basic Kobolds
The following table lists the stats for the basic, -28 point kobold. Refer to the weapons table above to see how much
damage they will do should they hit. Each can be assumed to have the basic DX skill in the weapons they own unless
noted otherwise. None have shields, all have a size modifier of -2.
ST 8
Will 9

DX 10
Per

9

IQ 9

HT 10

DR 1

Blck 0

Speed 5

Move

3

Dodge

Parry

8

6

Each kobold can bite for 1d-2 cutting damage.
They can also swim at 5 MP with swimming
skill 12, and have climbing skill 12.

Kobold

Hits

Fatigue

1

5

10

Hatchet, 3 rocks

Throwing 12

2

5

10

Javelin, dagger

Brawling 12 (+1 to bite damage)

3

5

10

2 javelins

Brawling 12 (+1 to bite damage)

4

5

10

Sling (5 shots), pick

Sling 12

5

5

10

Sling (5 shots), mace

6

5

10

Pick, javelin

7

5

10

Mace, dagger, 2 rocks

8

5

10

Dagger

Brawling 12 (+1 to bite damage)

9

5

10

Dagger, 3 rocks

Throwing 12

10

5

10

Bolas, javelin

11

5

10

Bolas, pick

12

5

10

Pick, 2 javelins

13

5

10

Blowpipe, mace

Will use blowpipe. Poison causes 1d damage
unless save vs HT. Can only hit bare skin

14

5

10

Bolas, pick

As kobold 12 but has skill 12 in bolas

15

5

10

Javelin, sling (5 shots)

Sling 12, Spear throwing 12

16

5

10

Mace, 3 rocks

Has skill 12 in mace.

17

5

10

Hatchet, sling (5 shots)

Sling 12

18

5

10

Hatchet, 3 rocks

Hatchet 12

19

5

10

Dagger

Dagger 12, Brawling 12 (+1 to bite damage)

20

5

10

Dagger
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Weapons

Notes

Has DR 2 on head as he wears a fur cap.

Bolas 12

11

Kobold

Hits

Fatigue

Weapons

Notes

21

5

10

2 javellins, dagger

Throwing 12

22

5

10

Javelin, dagger

Throwing 14

23

5

10

2 javelins, hatchet

24

5

10

Sling (5 shots), pick

25

5

10

Sling (5 shots), mace

26

5

10

Pick, javelin

27

5

10

Mace, dagger, 2 rocks

28

5

10

Mace, dagger

29

5

10

Dagger, 3 rocks

30

5

10

Javellin, dagger

Sling 12

Throwing 12

NPCs

Only Flannán and Riordán are included as the other villagers are not significantly involved in this adventure. If, for
some reason, the players decide to beat up Riordán’s grandparents or their landlady, you’ll just have to make something
up.

HP

11

DX

10

FP

12

IQ

10

Will

9

HT

12

Per

12

0
6/6
9

Block

0

Basic Dam

Shield DB

0

Swing

1d+1

Size Mod.

0

Thrust

1d-1

1

Fe
et

0

Le
gs

He
ad

5.5

Ha
nd
s

Speed

DR

Disadvantages:

24

Dodge (Basic/Enc)

Advantages:
Animal Empathy, Plant Empathy

Encumbrance

Move (Basic/Enc)

He has no combat skills and must make a fright check for each fight.
He will bring the following equipment on the adventure: large knife,
longbow, stout leather jacket, small backpack, lantern with ½ a pint
of oil, personal basics, blanket, rope 3/8”, 10yards, small waterskin (¼
gallon), tin whistle.

BL

Ar
ms

A lack of any women of his age in the hamlet means he is unmarried,
and he will be quite aware of any female members in the party.
However, while the girls will notice his attention, his behaviour and
manners will be impecable. They might find his constant offers to
assist them a little waring after time.

11

rso

Flannán is 21 years old, 5’9’’ tall, weighs 145 lbs, and has average
looks and wealth. He is illiterate but has an overriding sense of duty
to and pride in his hamlet. Well known and liked, he is often to be
found lending a hand to the older villagers. He is gentle, humble,
honest and generous.

ST

To

Flannán O’Donnell

0

0

0

1

Charitable, Sense of Duty (to the hamlet), Truthfulness

Weapon

Dam

Reach

Parry

Skills:

Large Knife

1d-1
cut/thr

C

6

Animal Handling (dogs) 11 (+1), Area Knowledge 11 (+1), Bow 12
(+2), Climbing 10 (+0), Fishing 12 (+0), Gardening 12 (+2), Hiking
12 (+0), Stealth 12 (+2), Swimming 12 (+0), Tracking 15 (+3),
Weather Sense 10 (+0), Musical Instrument (tin
whislte) 9 (-1)

Perks:

Ranged Weapon Dam

Acc

Range

RoF

Shots

Longbow

3

165/220

1

1(2)

1d+1 thr

Humble

Point Cost:
50
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ST

8

HP

8

-3

Riordán is 11 years old, 4’10” tall and weighs 90lbs. He is handsome,
with striking blue eyes and curly brown hair. His background is poor,
his clothes ragged hand-me-downs.

DX

9

FP

12

-5

IQ

9

Will

11

Riordán’s mother died in childbirth and his father died of consumption
when Riordán was seven.
Since then, he has lived with his
grandparents, Donagh and Orna. He is a precocious child with the
potential to become a great leader, provided he can throw of the
shakles of his poverty. He is blessed with a wonderful singing voice
and knows many of the folk songs of his home region.

HT

12

Per

9

Dead broke, Social Stigma (minor), Truthfulness,

5/5
8
0

Basic Dam

Shield DB

0

Swing

1d-2

Size Mod.

0

Thrust

1d-3

0

Weapon

Fe
et

0

Le
gs

He
ad

DR

Ha
nd
s

Disadvantages:

0

Block

5.2

Ar
ms

Speed

Advantages:
Charisma (2), Common Sense, Empathy, Fearless (1), Single-Minded,
Versatile, Handsome appearance, Patrons (grandparents)

Encumbrance

13

Dodge (Basic/Enc)

rso

He will certainly be fascinated and infatuated by the characters who
rescue him. If any of the characters will take him, he will willingly
leave the hamlet to make his way in the world.

BL

Move (Basic/Enc)

To

Riordán Funnell

0

0

0

0

Dam

Reach

Parry

Skills:
Bow 9, Climbing 9, Diplomacy 9, Hiking 12, Public Speaking 8, Singing
14

Perks:
Humble

Ranged Weapon Dam

Acc

Range

RoF

Shots

Point Cost:
25 so far, with a further 75 to spend by his 18th
birthday.
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